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There once was a man who was always scared.

He was walking in the complete darkness. He was so scared thinking what might appear from the darkness.
Ah! Suddenly, a white object appeared in front of him. It must be a ghost or something.
He swung his stick with a full throttle.
He began to walk again.

Suddenly, another white object appeared in front of him. Is it a ghost or a monster?
He shot his gun at all different angles.

Somebody help me!
Thus, the scared man kept walking desperately in the darkness.
The next morning, many corpses were found where the man has passed.
There seems to be many brutal people in the world.

Are they scared?
Afterword - 'Scared people'

The writer sometimes thinks if there were an instrument to measure the amount of people's fear, it would be very useful.

How much fear do the people in the world have in their lives? And how many tragedies are caused by it?

I have written this picture book with the aim to reduce these tragedies.

If you empathize with this picture book, we would appreciate it if you could show them to your family and friends.

You can freely make copies of (download/print/distribute) this picture book, so long as you do not get any monetary gains. Obtaining profit/money from this book is strictly prohibited except our written agreement.

You can also download other picture books and messages written by Jun Togo from the web below.

www.peace-picturebook.org
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